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Vocabulary
Use Less Oil and Gas!
disaster
suggestion
air conditioning
suppliers
to fund

katastrof, stor och svår olycka
förslag
luftkonditionering
leverantörer
att finansiera

Menus Feature Calories
to display

att visa

chains

kedjor

harmful

skadlig

to recover

tillfriskna

eating disorder

ätstörning

label

märkning

guilt

skuld, skuldkänsla

shame

skam

New Music from a Hero
in secet

i hemlighet

recently

nyligen
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Whilst Listening: Questions
Use Less Oil and Gas!
1. Name one of the suggestions the EU has for using less energy.
2. We should use less oil and gas…
a. to help Ukrainian refugees.
b. to support the war effort.
c. to stop the war.
d. to stop funding Russia’s war.

Menus Feature Calories
3. Why does the UK government want restaurants to include calories on their menus?
So that people…
a. stop eating in restaurants.
b. choose the best food.
c. pick healthier options.
d. understand the menu better.
4. What is a negative side effect with having calories on menus?
a. It takes up too much space on the menu.
b. It can be confusing for older customers.
c. Nobody really cares about calories.
d. It could be harmful to some people
5. How did Rachel feel when she first went into a restaurant with calories on the menu?
a. It made her feel bad
b. It made her happy.
c. She doesn’t really care about it.
d. It is a positive change.
6. What is Rachel’s suggestion?

New Music from a Hero
7. How did Jimi die?
8. Who got Jimi’s music played on the radio?

After Listening: Discuss!

In the second news story, we learnt about the new legislation that chain restaurants in the UK
need to include calories on their menus.
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What do you think about restaurants being made to include calories on menus?
What are the advantages and disadvantages?
What do you think about Rachel’s suggestion?
Do you think about the calories of things you eat? Why?
How important is it to you to eat healthily?
Discuss with a classmate!

These words and phrases may help you
I think (that)

On the one hand

I believe (that)
I reckon
If you ask me

On the other hand, …
In my opinion
As far as I know

After Listening: Write!
In the first news story, we learnt that the EU is asking people to save energy.
Write a text about trying to encourage people to save energy
These questions can help
- What suggestions do you have for saving energy?
- Why is saving energy a good idea?
- What are the advantages of saving energy?
- How do you think young people can help to save energy?
- Why should they do it?
- How do you think adults can help to save energy?
- Why should they do it?
- …

After Listening: Find Out More!
In the final news story, we learnt about the artist Jimi, who’s real name was Folajimi OlubunmiAdewole. Find out more about Jimi.
Here are some things you could find out about:
- How old was Jimi?
- What is the name of the song Bernard got played on the BBC?
- What is Jimi’s artist name?
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Answers

1. En av följande:
• Work from home
• Take a train (instead of flying)
• Turn off/down the air conditioning (in summer)
• Walk (rather than relying on cars)
2. d.
3. c.
4. d.
5. a.
6. Some menus with calories, some menus without
7. Trying to save a women (in the Thames)
8. His friend Berndard
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